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WHO:

Initiative Name:

Middle Mile MealConnect

Contact for Questions:
•
•
•

Funding or Organizational Partner(s):
•

Feeding America - Shipt Middle Mile
MealConnect Grant

Bridget Brown
Mollie Allard
Misty Sidelinker

Goal:

With the help of volunteer drivers, connect
with local donors to rescue small scale,
prepared food donations for same-day
delivery directly to school and agency
partners using MealConnect’s Real-Time
donation platform.

WHERE:

Locations Where This Inititiative Happens:

Middle Mile is a pilot program operating in Livingston County.

www.gcfb.org

WHAT:

Overview:

Feeding America’s MealConnect platform allows Gleaners to coordinate the rescue of
small scale, prepared food donations that might otherwise go to waste. Local donors such
as catering companies, golf courses, restaurants and grocery stores can post small (think
5-100 pound) donations on the MealConnect platform, using the website or mobile app.
Volunteers trained by Gleaners and equipped with infrared thermometers and insulated
coolers are notified when a donation is posted in their area. Using their smart phone, they
can accept a donation pickup that fits in their schedule, and the MealConnect platform
texts them the donor’s pickup address, as well as the address of a local school or agency
that’s eligible to receive the donation. The school or agency accepts the food from the
volunteer and uses MealConnect to record the receipt of the donation, which can then be
linked to Primarius for Gleaners’ records.

Teams & Departments Involved:

Operations, Agency Relations, Marketing and Development, Volunteer, ISS

How They Contribute:
•
•
•
•
•

Operations: Establishes relationships with local donors, trains donors on use of
MealConnect platform, provides donors with access to proper food packaging materials,
if needed.
Agency Relations: Train agency and school partners on use of MealConnect platform to
receipt donations.
Volunteer/Agency Relations: Recruit and train volunteers on use of MealConnect
platform and food safety practices; provide volunteers with infrared thermometers and
insulated coolers.
Marketing and Communications: Conduct marketing and outreach to attract volunteer
and donor support.
ISS: Provide guidance on linking MealConnect to Primarius to track donation receipts.

Community Impact:
•

WHEN &
HOW:

To date, donors and volunteers have rescued over 480 pounds of prepared meals, bread
and produce.

Scope:

Thus far, this program has been piloted in Livingston County as part of the Feeding
America Shipt Middle Mile grant, running from July 2019 - February 2020.

Testimonial:

“It has been a very rewarding program to be part of.
We have been able to pass along meals to five different
families. They are always so grateful and appreciative.
Whisk and Ivy, the catering company, does such a
wonderful job making the food look appealing and
well packaged. It is a treat for our families. It has really
impacted my office staff. They are more aware of families
who are struggling, whether it is temporary or more, and
quickly bring them to my attention for the next donation.
The increase in their level of involvement and awareness
about food security, and the needs of our families, has
been rewarding as well.” -Recipient School Vice Principal

Donation from Whisk and Ivy
Catering Company in Brighton

www.gcfb.org

